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Advance BIM Designers 2019 R2 brings a set of corrections and improvements which are
summarized in this document. It also releases an important update: support for the new version of the
Italian code NTC 2018.

Updates
New version of the Italian code NTC 2018
Advance BIM Designers 2019 R2 makes it possible to perform calculations based on the new version
of the Italian NTC standard: NTC 2018.
The selection of the newer version of the standard is available from the Localization settings
window.
-

Depending on the platform, the selection of the new version of the standard is performed
differently: For the standalone version and for the modules running on top of Revit®, the new
standard is available for selection in the BIM Designers Localization dialog.

-

For Advance BIM Designers modules running in the Advance Design environment, selecting
the standard is made through the Advance Design Localization dialog

Note: In order to select the NTC2018 standard in Advance Design and then automatically apply this
setting to the Advance BIM Designers 2019 R2, the Advance Design 2019 R2 version with
Hotfix 1 needs to be installed.
The update of the NTC standard brings about changes in various areas, including:

Modification of load coefficients for non-structural permanent loads
For the NTC 2018 code, the coefficients for favorable effect for non-structural dead load
cases on EQU, STR and GEO combinations were modified from 0.0 to 0.8. The default
coefficients available in the “Load case definition” dialog have been updated to reflect these
changes. In addition, the names of the dead load cases for the NTC code have also been
revised.
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New concrete class available
The C30/37 concrete class has been added to the library of available concrete classes.

New and updated references - including standard formula and paragraph numbers
Reference numbers to the relevant NTC 2018 standard points are now displayed both in the
tooltips descriptions of many options and next to the corresponding formulas appearing in the
reports.
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Improvements & Corrections
Advance BIM Designers 2019 R2 also brings many miscellaneous improvements and corrections listed here
below.

New Soil database for the Czech localization
A new version of the soil database for the Czech localization is available for the RC Footing module. The soils
from the new list have the naming, classifications and parameters in accordance to the Czech code ČSN EN 73
1001. (#11411)

New option allowing resultant forces to be applied along the profile gravity center for
gusset joints
A new option: “Apply resultant forces in gravity center" enabled by default, has been added to the "Loads
definition" dialog for gusset joints.
When this option is enabled, the resultant force is placed on the shear plane (plane between gusset plate and
diagonal), along the profile gravity center. As an effect, only axial forces are considered in calculation and no
bending moment from eccentricity is taken into account. (#11108)
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Additional warning messages for waterproofing calculations on beams
For the Reinforced Concrete Beam module, two additional warning messages are displayed for calculations that
consider water load cases. These warnings refer to the option to take into account the assembly bars in
calculation and the option to place bottom reinforcement on intermediate supports (to prevent negative moment
in spans and positive moments on supports). (#12255)

Small improvements in the case of constructive reinforcement parameters for
foundations
To avoid problems with the assignment of corresponding parameters for constructive reinforcement on
Reinforced Concrete foundations, the name and position of the parameters available in the General Design
Assumptions dialog have been modified.
In addition, for continuous footings, the bottom constructive reinforcement is now activated by default. (#10051,
#10063)

Additional formula option for seismic bearing capacity calculations according French
annex to EC8
The ultimate bearing capacity of a foundation under a vertical centered load (Nmax) for purely cohesionless soils
is given by formula (F.6) from EN1998-5. (#10898)
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However, formula (F.6) differs in the original version of the EN1998-5 standard and in the French edition. While
the original version uses a +/- sign, the French edition uses a + sign, which leads to a more favorable value for
Nmax:

In order to allow users to choose which formula to use when calculating, depending on whether the change in
the French version is interpreted as being intentional or not, we have decided to provide such an option, which
is available when the French national appendix is selected.

The calculation method can be selected in the “EC8 Seismic Norm Settings” dialog, where the user can decide
whether Nmax should be considered:
 with a +/- sign (‘least favorable’), as in the original EN version
 or with a + sign (‘most favorable’) according to the FR version.
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Problem with load combinations being marked as ‘not included’ in calculations
For ‘Clip angle’, ‘Gusset’ and ‘Splice’ connection types, available in the Advance BIM Designers – Steel
Connections module, during the generation of the SLS load combinations, a part of the new load combinations
was marked as ‘Not included in calculation’.
This issue has now been fixed. (#11381)

Adding self-weight to all footings from a design group
During the calculation of the foundations from a design group, the foundation self-weight is now added to all the
foundations in the list. (#11672)

New options for soils colors
For the BIM Designers Footing module, it is now possible to visualize and modify colors for soils available in the
“Soil database” and “Soil profile” dialogs. (#10631)

Crack width value for Reinforced Concrete footings
The crack width value calculated for RC footings was previously displayed in the report as multiplied by 1000.
As an effect, the condition on the maximum crack was not met.
This issue has been corrected and the verification is now performed as expected. (#10631)

Live water loads defined on many spans
For the Reinforced Concrete Beam module, loads defined on live water load cases were considered as being
ordinary live loads; as a consequence, alternate loaded spans were taken into account during calculation. This
has now been fixed and loads on such load cases are simultaneously taken into consideration on all spans.
(#10950)

Rounding of partial lengths when generating bending details in Revit®
During the generation of bending details, the lengths of the segments were not rounded according to the
selected settings, causing differences between the lengths of the bars shown in the schedules and those
displayed in bending schemas.
This issue has now been resolved. (#11672)

Correct display of warning message related to anti-crack reinforcement
One of the warning messages related to anti-crack reinforcement on the Beam module was not properly
displayed (content was missing). This has now been fixed. (#12165)

Displaying diagrams when Autodesk Revit® is running on a second monitor
When working on top of Autodesk Revit® while using two monitors, the Advance BIM Designers window
displaying diagrams was sent to the background unless Autodesk Revit® was running on the main monitor.
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The issue has now been resolved and the diagrams can be fully displayed regardless of which monitor is being
used for running the program.(#11322)

Importing linear footing from Arche Ossature
Linear footings exported from Arche Ossature to the BIM Designers RC Footing module were imported as
isolated foundations. This has now been fixed. (#10117)

Walls with openings not being correctly detected as supports for beams in Revit®
Design is now correctly applied (Assumptions and Calculation) for beams supported by walls with complex
geometry (containing doors and windows openings) (#9826)

Updating deflection results on the Results panel
The results of deflections of the RC Beam module, which are visible on the Results panel, were not correctly
updated. This has now been fixed. (#10024)
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